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ChapterChapter 7. Reactor-Separator-RecycleReactor-Separator-Recycle Systems 

Chapte rr  7 Nonlinea r behaviou r of reactor-separator -

recycl ee systems : Implication s for integratin g conceptua l 

desig nn and plantwid e contro l 

Abstrac t t 

Thiss article studies the nonlinear behaviour of reactor-separator-recycle systems. The 

dimensionlesss mole-balance equations are parameterized by the plant Damkohler number 

(Da)(Da) and the separation specifications. Reactant accumulation does not occur if Da > Daa. 

DaDaaa corresponds to a bifurcation point of the mole-balance equations and depends on 

separationn performance. For one reactant recycle and high purity separation, Da™ = 1. When 

twoo reactants are recycled, multiple steady states are possible. In this case, Daa depends also 

onn the control structure. Close to Daa, control structures must change the reaction conditions 

inn order to reject effectively the disturbances. Reviewing several plantwide control studies 

thatt reported bad controllability, we found that the designs considered are close to the critical 

valuee of the plant Damkohler number. 
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Introductio n n 

Duringg the traditional design of chemical processes, many alternatives are generated. 

Earlyy in the project development, economic criteria are used to discard unattractive designs. 

Later,, when the flowsheet structure is established and the units are sized, controllability issues 

becomee more important. Often, the designer finds that the alternatives developed do not have 

thee required operability properties. Hence, designs that have been rejected because of lower 

economicc performance are re-evaluated. Because this approach may be time and effort 

consuming,, the need of integrating process design and control is well recognized. Yet, a 

proceduree to generate controllable design alternatives is not available. 

Chemicall  plants are nonlinear systems. Today simulation software makes possible the 

developmentt of detailed, nonlinear dynamic models. Nevertheless, for the purpose of 

controllabilityy analysis (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996), linear models are (frequently 

successfully)) employed. This happens because the mathematical tools needed to analyze 

linearr differential equations are well developed, while the theory of nonlinear differential 

equationss is still an active field of research. However, many of the control problems originate 

fromm a bad design. Dynamic modeling requires equipment sizing, which is not available 

duringg conceptual design. Consequently, the designer relies upon steady state models. 

However,, he still uses linear tools, although analysis of nonlinear algebraic equations is 

possible. . 

Thee nonlinearity of chemical processes can manifest as parametric sensitivity, state 

multiplicity,, instability, or oscillatory behaviour (Seider and Brengel, 1991). These features 

cann be predicted by singularity (Golubitsky and Schaeffer, 1985) and bifurcation 

(Guckenheimerr and Holmes, 1983) theories, which have been extensively applied in the field 

off  chemical reaction engineering. A classic example is the first-order, exothermic reaction in 

CSTR,, axial dispersion reactor, or catalytic particle. Generally, bifurcation diagrams are used 

too represent the dependence of the system's state vs. one distinguished operating variable 

(bifurcationn parameter). Then, bifurcation varieties are computed. They divide the space of 

thee remaining parameters into regions corresponding to qualitative-different bifurcation 

diagram.. From the viewpoint of design and control, designs close to bifurcation varieties 

generallyy should be avoided. The reason is that the uncertainty of the design parameters and 

thee disturbances affecting the process may shift the operating point to a region where the 
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qualitativee behavior is different from the expected one. Then, undesirable phenomena may 

occur:: loss of stability, reaction ignition or extinction, reverse sign of the gain in control 

loops,, etc. Moreover, close to bifurcation points, high sensitivity to disturbances is expected. 

Mostt of the previous studies considered the stand-alone reactor. Although the effect of 

recyclingg a fraction of the reactor effluent has been occasionally studied (Pareja and Reilly, 

1969,, Recke and Jorgensen, 1999), the systems considered are not good examples for 

chemicall  reactors in recycle plants. Typically, the reactor effluent is processed by the 

separationn section. Hence, the composition and temperature of the recycle stream are different 

fromm the reactor effluent. Moreover, often temperature controllers keep constant reaction 

temperature,, or, for adiabatic reactors, constant temperature of the reactor feed. 

Thiss article addresses the nonlinear behaviour of certain reactor-separator-recycle 

systems.. Figure 7.1 presents the flowsheet considered. In a real plant, several feed, product, or 

recyclee streams may exist. Hence, each general streams of Figure 7.1 (Plant feed; Reactor 

feed;; Reactor effluent / Separation feed; Recycle; Products) represents an arbitrary number of 

reall  streams. 

Reactor r 

Recycle e 

\ \ 

K K 
ss ^ 

y y 
-G-L L 

t t 

Y Y 

kk i 

Gas Gas 
separation n 

Liquid d 
separation n 

L L 

PP 1 
Products s 

Figuree 7.1. General structur e of Reactor-Separator-Recycle systems. 
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Throughoutt this work, the molar flow rate of the streams enumerated above are 

denotedd by Fy R, S, Y, and P, respectively. Symbols as FA, 5B, are used for the components 

floww rates, where the subscript refers to chemical species. Dimensionless flow rates are 

obtainedd by division to the feed flow rate of a reference reactant (FA). They are represented by 

lower-casee symbols (for example, r=R/FA, SB=SB/FA). Greek letters are used for flow rate 

ratioss (for example, aYS = YA /SA , ^ F = R/F ). c^ and Zi&  signify concentration and mole 

fraction,, respectively, of the i*  component in the k"1 stream. 

Thee behaviour of reactor-separator-recycle systems is relevant for integrating 

conceptuall  design and plantwide control because, early during conceptual design, one reaches 

aa stage when the recycle structure of the flowsheet is established. Then, the reactor is the first 

unitt to be considered in detail because the chemical species present in the reactor effluent 

determinee the separation section. Hence, reactor modeling, sizing, and control are considered 

beforee separation is addressed. In this work, we will treat the separation as a black box, and 

considerr a kinetic model of the chemical reactor. 

Thiss article is organized as follows. In the next section, we study a first order reaction 

inn a CSTR-separator-recycle system. The dimensionless mole-balance equations are 

parameterizedd by the plant DamkoUer number (Da) and the separation specifications. It is 

demonstratedd that reactant accumulation does not occur if Da > Daa, where the critical value 

DaDaaa depends on separation performance. For Da - Daa, a transcritical bifurcation of the 

molee balance equations takes place. For high purity of product and recycle streams, Daa = 1. 

Thesee conclusions also apply to the PFR, first-order consecutive, and n^-order reactions. 

Further,, we compare two different control structures and show that their relative performance 

dependss on the design. Close to Daa (small reactor or slow kinetics), it is necessary to change 

thee reaction conditions when disturbances affect the process. In the last section, we discuss 

twoo different control structures for a second order reaction. In these cases, the critical value of 

thee plant Damkohler number corresponds to a fold bifurcation of the mole balance equations. 

Reviewingg several plantwide control studies that reported bad controllability, we found that 

thee designs considered are close to the critical value of the plant Damkohler number. 

Plantt  Damkohle r numbe r 

Inn this section it will be shown that there is a minimum-volume constraint for a 

chemicall  reactor placed in a recycle plant. 
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Wee consider the first-order A -» B reaction, taking place in a CSTR. Mole balance 

equationss can be solved for consistent specifications. One possible choice is: flow rates of A 

andd B in the feed stream (FA, FB); reactor volume (V); separation performance, for example as 

recoveriess (arYJ. =YA/SA and PPS = PE/Sa). It must be pointed that often the reactant is 

completelyy recovered in the separation section (av,s=l). 

Thee reactor feed is chosen as tear stream and the reaction conversion (xA -1 - SA /RA) 

iss introduced as auxiliary variable. Then, the following dimensionless balance equations can 

bee easily derived: 

» A S S/ A + « M - ' A - ( 1 - * A )) (7.1) 

'BB = ƒ„  +( l -&s)(r *  + 'A *A ) (7-2) 

Iff  the product B is not present in the feed stream (fB = 0) and is completely recovered 

inn the separation section 0&\s- 1), then: 

^R^RAA 1 
r A - F A - l - « Y , - ( l - * A )) (7" 3) 

^ = ^ ""  = 0 (7.4) 
FFA A 

ZASZAS=1=1~~XXAA (7.5) 

Too find the conversion, the CSTR equation: 

BK-SA^-V-C»BK-SA^-V-C» (7.6) 

iss written in the following dimensionless form: 

g^Da^^Da-jg^Da^^Da-j r - ^ - ^ = 0 (7.7) 

k-V k-V 
DaDa = — is the plant Damkohler number, which includes the reactor volume, the 

'AA  " v 

reactionn kinetics, the reactant feed flow rate, and its molar volume at reactor temperature and 

pressure.. Eq. 7.7 assumes that the molar volume does not depend on composition. This is true 

forr gas-phase reactions. For liquid-phase reactions, an additional parameter, VB = Vyj / V^A, 

shouldd be introduced in the balance equations. If A and B are isomers and have similar 

densities,, then VB - 1 . 
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Eq.. 7.7 has two Damkohler-dependent solutions. They are presented in Figure 7.2a, 

forr different values of the orys parameter. For stand-alone CSTR (fl̂ -.s = 0) o r incomplete 

reactantt recycle («v,s < 1), the feasible (0 < xA < 1) and unfeasible (*A < 0) solution branches 

doo not intersect. When all the reactant is recycled (#y,s=lX one solution (xA = 0) involves 

infinitee recycle. The other solution has physical significance (0 < xA < 1) if, and only if, 

DaDa > 1. Moreover, the two branches intersect at the point T having the coordinates 

(JCA,, Da) = (0, 1). 

a-- 0.5 

<nn 5 

Figur ee 7.2. First-order  reaction in CSTR-Separator-Recycle: conversion, yield and 
reactorr  outlet / separation inlet flow rate 
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Inn the framework of the bifurcation theory, the point T represents a transcritical 

bifurcationn of the model equations. The defining condition for the transcritical bifurcation is 

(Guckenheimerr and Holmes, 1983): 

dg(xdg(xA1A1Da,aDa,aYJiYJi))  ̂ l-gY.s+«y.s-*A2
 = Q ( ? g) 

d j f AA (l-xAf(l-a^+aYS -xAf 

Thee only feasible case (0 < aYS < 1) when the real root 

.^tJSS (7.9) 

existss is ov,s=l. Substitution in Eq. 7.7 gives: 

limm g(xA
a,Da,aYJi)=I>a-l = 0 (7.10) 

Bifurcationn theory states that an exchange of stability takes place at the transcritical 

bifurcationn point. If the reactor volume is small or the reaction rate is slow, the reactant fed in 

thee process can not be entirely transformed into products. Because the reactant can not leave 

thee plant, it accumulates, and the recycle becomes infinite. Hence, for Da < 1, the trivial 

solutionn (*A = 0, infinite recycle) is stable (solid line in Figure 7.2a). Increasing the 

Damkohlerr number Da > 1, the stable, feasible solution appears, while the infinite-recycle 

solutionn loses stability. 

Figuree 7.2b presents the yield, defined as pn-P^/F  ̂ of the CSTR - separator -

recyclee system, for different values of the reactant recycle ratio ov,s. When the entire amount 

off  unreacted A is recycled, the yield equals the maximum value, PB=1. For the same feed, the 

yieldd of the stand-alone CSTR is the lowest. 

InIn recycle systems, the yield enhancement is achieved through separation and 

increasedd flow rates. Figure 7.2c presents the flow rate of the stream entering the separation 

system.. High values of the recycle ratio, small reactor volume or slow reaction rate lead to 

highh flow rates. If the operating point is close to Da=l, then the flow rates exhibit extremely 

highh sensitivity to change of reactant feed flow rate, reaction rate, or reactor volume, and 

severee control problems are expected. 

Thee set of specifications (cfyjs < 1, #\s=l) may represent a separation section that, 

afterr the A-B mixture is split into components, purges a fraction of A. This has a stabilising 
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effect.. It should be remarked that systems where the purge flow rate is fixed are qualitatively 

identicall  with systems where the entire amount of reactant is recycled. 

Often,, the separation section is operated in such a way that the composition of the 

outlett streams are kept to required values ZA,Y<1 and ZB.P<1. Hence, a small quantity of 

reactantt leaves the plant in the product stream, while some product is recycled. Such systems 

behavee as systems with pure separation products (atY$=l, yfii>,s=l). To demonstrate this 

statement,, we follow the procedure outlined above, using ZA,Y and ZBJ> as specifications for the 

separationn section. After some algebraic manipulations and cancellation of the trivial solution 

JCAA = 0, the following equation is obtained: 

Da-zDa-zKYKY+z+zKYKY-l -l 

Thee solution of Eq. 7.11 is feasible (0 < xA < 1) if, and only if: 

(7.11) ) 

Da>DaDa>Dacrcr=^-=^-  (7.12) 

Thee conclusion of this section is that, if the reactant is not allowed to leave the plant 

duee to the recycle or composition control of the product stream, then the internal flow rates 

aree finite if, and only if, the plant Damkohler number exceeds a critical value. For complete 

reactantt and product recovery in the separation section, the critical value of the Damkohler 

numberr is Daa=\. This result also applies for n-th order reactions, with the plant Damkohler 

numberr defined as: 

DaDa = k 
ff  \n~x 

FF -V v v 
(7.13) ) 

Interactio nn between desig n and contro l 

Thee set of specifications used in the previous section (FA, V, ZA,Y, £B,P) can be viewed 

ass a plantwide control structure (Figure 7.3a): the reactor volume is kept constant; the 

separationn section is dual-composition controlled; and the plant throughput is set by the 

reactantt feed. For this control structure, the feed disturbances affect the flow rate and 

compositionn of the reactor outlet. Hence, manipulated variables internal to separation section 

aree used to reject the disturbances. 

Thee CSTR-separator-recycle was previously analysed in several plantwide 

controllabilityy studies. Luyben (1994) pointed out that the conventional control structure 
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exhibitss high sensitivity to feed disturbances. He proposed (Figure 7.3b) to keep the reactor 

outlett on flow control and to modify the plant throughput by changing the reaction conditions 

(reactorr volume or temperature). This control structure is equivalent to the following set of 

designn specifications: FA, S, ZA,Y, ZB,P- When disturbances affect the process, the load of the 

separationn section changes only due to composition modification. Consequently, disturbances 

aree rejected mainly by changing the reaction conditions. 

2A,, Y = ! 

Z B J ^1 1 

^A.Y=1 1 

zBP—1 1 

(C) ) 

v_ v_ 

ZBf=l l 

Figuree 73. CSTR-Separator-Recycle: controls structures. 
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Inn order to compare the conventional and Luyben's control structures, we perform a 

steadyy state sensitivity analysis for different values of the design parameters. The equations 

aree presented, for a more general case, in the Appendix. 

Lett FA and V represent the nominal feed flow rate and reaction volume, respectively. 

Figuree 7.4 presents, for the conventional control structure, the flow rate to separation vs. 

reactantt feed flow rate, for different values of the nominal Damkohler number 

(Da*(Da* =k-V*/\F^-V Â)) and recycle stream purity (ZA,Y). For Luyben's control structure, 

reactorr volume (V & V*) vs. reactant feed flow rate is presented. In both cases, small changes 

meann that small effort is needed to reject disturbances. 

Conventionall  control structure Luyben control structure 

Figur ee 7.4. First-order  reaction in CSTR-Separator-Recycle: sensitivity analysis for 
differentt  control structures 
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Resultss presented in Figure 7.4 demonstrate that systems with small reactor or slow 

reactionn rate {Da* < 2) are better controlled by the Luyben's structure. However, systems with 

largee reactor or fast reaction rate (Da > 3) are better controlled by the conventional control 

structure.. To explain this, we recall that close to Da - 1 the system is sensitive to Da. For the 

conventionall  control structure, the plant Da number represents a disturbance (because it 

containss FA). Because low sensitivity is required, designs with Da large perform better. For 

thee Luyben control structure, the plant Da number is a manipulated variable (through the 

reactionn volume V). Consequently, disturbances can be rejected with small effort if Da is 

small.. It should be also remarked that high purity separation (ZA,Y = 1) improves the 

performancee of the conventional control structure. This is contrary to the Luyben's structure. 

Thiss observation is explained by Eq. 7.12: increasing ZA,Y shifts Daa toward smaller values; 

then,, the difference Da - Daa becomes larger, with a beneficial effect for the conventional 

structure. . 

Itt is worthy to mention that the design analysed by Luyben (1994) had Da=1.8. 

Hence,, poor performance of the conventional control structure is expected. Larsson et al. 

(1999)) pointed out that there is an economic penalty for fixing the reactor effluent and the 

conventionall  control structure works very well if the reaction volume is set to a larger value. 

AA closer look at the dimensionless mole-balance equations suggests a third control 

structuree (Figure 7.3c). It is obvious that as long as the dimensionless model parameters do 

nott change, all flow rates are proportional to feed. Moreover, stream compositions are 

constant.. Hence, production change can be achieved by changing the feed and modifying the 

reactionn conditions (V or k) to keep constant Damkohler number. This control structure 

(Figuree 7.3c) is similar to the alternatives proposed by Wu and Yu (1996). They called it 

"balancedd control structure" because the disturbances are rejected changing both the reactor 

andd the separation conditions. 

Thee Plug-Flo w Reacto r 

Consideringg a high-purity separation, the mole balance equations of the PFR-

separator-recyclee system can be reduced to: 

DaDa = = 7 r-ln (7.14) 
VU** AA  l-<* YS(l-xA) l~xA 
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Forr given Da and av.s, Eq. 7.14 is solved numerically to find the corresponding 

conversion.. Then, flow rate and composition of various streams in the system can be 

calculated.. Figure 7.5 presents the conversion, flow rate to separation, and production rate vs. 

plantt Damkohler number. The behaviour of the PFR coupled with separation and recycle is 

similarr to the behaviour of the CSTR. For complete reactant recycle, internal flow rates are 

finitefinite if, and only if, the plant Damkohler number exceeds a critical value. For high purity 

separation,, the critical value of the Damkohler number is DaCI=  1. Close to the critical value of 

thee Damkohler number, high sensitivity to disturbances is expected. 

11 Da 10 

11 Da io 

Figuree 7.5. First-order  reaction in PFR-Separator-Recycle: conversion, yield and 
reactorr  outlet / separation inlet flow rate 
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Consecutiv ee reaction s 

Inn this section, we consider the following first-order, consecutive reactions: 

kk k 

A->B-*C A->B-*C 

BB is the main product. k\ and fc2 are the reaction constants. The flowsheet 

specificationss are: flow rates of A and B in the feed stream (FA, FB=0); reactor volume (V); 

separationn performance (aYSi = 1, fif£ = 1, y9S = 1). 

Continuoss Stirred Tank Reactor 

Thee dimensionless reaction extents, £\Ï=£/FAO,
 a re g iv en by: 

^ - D a . ^ ll  (7.15) 

withh the solutions: 

„„  Da + YS 

&,ii  = —  ̂ (7.16) 2 ' ^ ^ 

i + + 

l l 
l --

11~<*YS ~<*YS 

~<*YS ~<*YS 

'<**s '<**s 

i i 

and: : 

ft,-—ft,-— nn.. r" '  <, (7.i7) 
^«Y.sÉv .l l 

Then,, the following expressions can be derived: 

(7.18) ) 

(7.19) ) 

(7.20) ) 

(7.21) ) 

Resultss in Figure 7.6 demonstrate that the reactant recycle increases the production 

ratee and improves selectivity, especially close to Da = 1. However, the stream processed by 

171 1 

reactorr outlet flow rate: 

reactorr outlet composition: 

productionn rate: 

reactionn selectivity: 

ss_l-<*YS-£v.l _l-<*YS-£v.l 

.. _ 1_£v,l _ _ f e l - ^ ) - ( l - « Y ^ ) 

PhPh = £v,l ~SvJ2 

^^  5v,l ~$v2 
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thee separation section is more diluted in the B product and has higher flow rate (similar to 

Figuree 7.2). 

DaDa 10 

0.99 -

0.88 -

0.77 -

0.66 -

Ohh -

kk22/k, /k, 

0.955 ' " ^ 

0.9 9 

=0.1 1 

0.5^ ^ 

«Y.S=1 1 

o \ \ \ 

Da a 

11 Da io 

Figuree 7. 6. Consecutive, first-order  reactions in CSTR-separator-recycle: yield, 
selectivityy and main product concentration at reactor  outlet / separation inlet 

Consecutivee reactions in PFR 

Too solve the mole balance equations, the reactor feed is chosen as tear stream. Further, 

thee mole balance equations of the reactant A can be reduced to: 
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DaDa = r, In-
' A - l l 

(7.22) ) 

Eq.. 7. 22 is solved numerically, and the following variables are computed: 

reactorr outlet component flow rates: 

l-kjkt l-kjkt 

(( Da k2 Da \ 

ee rA *" -e r 

production:: pB = sB 

selectivity:: a& 
PB PB 

i - l i -^s)- ^ ^ 

ssCC=r=r AA-(s-(sAA+s+sBB)) (7.23) 

(7.24) ) 

(7.25) ) 

Figuree 7.7. Consecutive, first-order  reactions in PFR-separator-recycle: yield, 
selectivityy and main product concentration at reactor  outlet / separation inlet 
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Thee dependence of production rate, selectivity and product concentration at reactor 

outlett vs. plant Damkohler number is presented in Figure 7.7. When placed in a recycle 

system,, the PFR behaves very similar to the CSTR. However, higher product concentration at 

thee reactor outlet can be obtained. 

Secon dd orde r reactio n in CSTR 

Inn this section we will analyse a process where the second-order reaction A + B —> C 

takess place in a solvent S. The process consists of a temperature-controlled CSTR and a 

separationn section. The process may be represented by the general reactor-separator-recycle 

flowsheett in Figure 7.1. It should be remarked that the second reactant (and the solvent) not 

onlyy changes the reaction kinetics, but also adds more dimensionality to the problem. 

Wee will consider two control structures, presented in Figure 7.8. They follow naturally 

whenn the degrees of freedom and consistent specifications of the mass balance equations are 

considered.. Thus, for simultaneous, independent specification of the A and B feed flow rates 

(FA,, FB), the mass balance equations can not be solved. The reason is that, in recycle systems, 

thee ratio of reactants in feed must reflect the reaction stoichiometry. Hence, control structures 

inn which both reactants are on flow control are unfeasible. Moreover, due to inherent 

measurementt errors, ratio control can not avoid the imbalance. 

Inn control structure CS1, the A feed is flow-controlled (FC1). This stream is used to 

achievee production changes. The reactor effluent controls the reactor volume (LCI). We 

assumee that in the separation section there are some locations reflecting species inventory. In 

Figuree 7.8, they are denoted by A, B, C, S, respectively. The recycle of A and the product 

streamm control species inventory (LC2 and LC4). The recycles of B and S are on flow control 

(FC22 and FC3). Reactant B is fed in the separation section in order to keep constant inventory 

(LC3).. Solvent make-up may be necessary. This control structure corresponds to the 

followingg set of flowsheet specifications: feed (FA, FC=0, Fs=0); reactor volume (V); 

separationn as recoveries (ov,s=l, #r,s=l, #,s=l, 0V,s=l); component recycles (FB, ^s). 
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CS1 1 

AA feed , 

AA recycle 

©© U® 

BB feed-» 

r© © 
T _ @ _ _ 

J ,, B recycle 

AA f 

jj  Separation 
II  — ^ 

B B SS " 

SS recycle — ! — mm m 

CS2 2 

AA feed 

AA recycle 

- r r - ^ f e ed d 

@ --

LC: : 

BB recycle 4*. 

Separation n 

B B SS * 

SS recycle ̂ L L 

Figuree 7.8. Second-order  reaction in CSTR-Separator-Recycle: control structures 

Too solve the mole-balance equations, the conversion of A is introduced as auxiliary 

l-x l-x 
variable.. The flow rate of A, B, C and S at the reactor inlet are FA - , YB, 0 and Ys, 

respectively.. Then, the volumetric flow rate is given by: 

133 r A VA 
1"* . . ++ vB-(yB- l)+v s-ys + vc (7.26) ) 

wheree vK = —— is the dimensionless molar volume of the k component. 
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Thee reactant concentrations: 

-+vB - (yB - l )+v s-y s+vc c 

(7.27) ) 

CB33 = jz~x — (7-2 8> 
v B - ( > , B - 1 ) + v s - : y s+ v c c 

*A A 

aree introduces in the CSTR's equation. The following dimensionless form is obtained 

(l-JCC V 
— ^ + V BB  (yB - i )+ v s  ys

+vc 
g ( xA , D a , yB , v B , V y s , v c ) = D f l - ^^ — ^- = 0 (7.29) 

XXA A 

k-Vk-V 1 
wheree Da = —— is the plant Damkohler number for a second-order reaction. 

FF V V 

Eq.. 7.29 has two Da-dependent solution branches: 

DaDa < 0: the conversion is negative and has no physical significance. 

DaDaaa > Da > 0: the solutions are complex. 

DaDa > Daa: two meaningful solutions exist. They are presented in Figure 7. 9, for different 

valuess of the model parameters. 

Thee critical value of the Damkohler number corresponds to a fold bifurcation of the 

modell  equations. The defining condition for the fold bifurcation is (Guckenheimer and 

Holmes,, 1983): 
3g(*A ,Pfl ,yB ,vB ,Vy s,yc)_00 (7 3 0) 

Solutionn of Eqs. 7.29 and 7.30 gives the location of fold points: 

D ^ = 4 - V B - ( y B " l ) + V s ' y ss + V- (7.31) 
v B - l l 

* A C TT = : 7 k (7'32) 

ll  + *V(y B- lJ+vs-y s+vc 

Generally,, large B and small S recycles enlarge the region where the feasible solutions 

exist. . 
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Bifurcationn theory states that one stable and one unstable steady state emerge from the 

foldd point. The unusual behaviour on the lower branch (larger reactor gives lower conversion) 

suggestss that this steady state is unstable. 

Itt is remarkable that near the fold bifurcation point, the system is very sensitive to 

disturbances.. Consequently, from a control point of view, designs with Da close to Da" 

shouldd be avoided. 

200 Da 40 

" s y s = 5 5 

"c= 1 1 

" a - 1 1 

^ ^ ^ \ ^ ^ ^ " ^^  2 _ 

tX^i tX^i 
200 Da 40 

Figuree 7.9. Second-order  reaction in CSTR-Separator-Recycle and CS1: multipl e 
solutionss of the mole-balance equations. 
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Inn the second control structure of Figure 7.8 (CS2), the A feed is flow-controlled 

(FC1).. This stream is used to achieve production changes. The reactor effluent is on flow 

controll  (FC2). The recycles of A and B control species inventory in the separation section 

(LC22 and LC3). The recycle of S is on flow control (FC3). Reactant B is fed in order to keep 

constantt reactor volume (LCI). This control structure corresponds to the following set of 

flowsheetflowsheet specifications: feed (FA, Fc=0, Fs=0); reactor volume (V); separation as recoveries 

(flv,s=l,, J$Y£=l, #>,s=l, ÖY,S=1); solvent recycle (ys); reactor effluent volumetric flow rate 

(Svo1). . 

Thee following mole-balance equation can be derived: 

(s-y (s-y {x{xAA,Da,s™\v,Da,s™\vBB,v,vssyyss,v,vcc)=Da)=Da E -J (133) 

l-xl-xAA 1 A A voll  I 1~*A ss - —-+v c+v<>-y s 

Eq.. 7.33 has two solutions 0 < XA < 1 for Da > Daa. The critical value of the plant 

Damkohlerr number corresponds to a fold bifurcation, and is given by: 

DaCT=4-v, , 
.vo l l >2 2 

BB vol 

**  -\-Vs-ys) 
(7.34) ) 

xCT=xCT=T7-^T7-^  ( 7-3 5) 

22 + s - v c - v s- y s 

Figuree 7.10 presents the physical-significant solutions of Eq. 7.33, for different values 

off  the model parameters. 

Thee analysis presented here is based on a black box model of the separation units. 

Nevertheless,, the results apply when more detail is considered. Luyben and Luyben (1997) 

studiedd the controllability of the second-order reaction - separator - recycle system, with 

rigorousrigorous dynamic models for the separation section (distillation columns). For CS1 and a 

designn having 29.7 = Da > Daa =10.66, they could achieve large production changes. 

However,, with CS2 they could not achieve production changes larger than 2%. This is not a 

surprise,, because the design considered had Da = 29.7 >28.4 = Daa. 
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O.bb  -

00 -

s^Z^~~"s^Z^~~"  C____^ 1.5 

\ ^ _ ^^  2 

—— 3 

s"'= 5 5 

200 Da 40 

200 Da 40 

Figuree 7.10. Second-order  reaction in CSTR-Separator-Recycle and CS2: multipl e 
solutionss of the mole-balance equations. 
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Conclusion s s 

Whenn placed in recycle plants, chemical reactors behave different from the stand-

alonee reactors: 

1.. Production rate reflects the amount of reactants fed in the plant. There is no way to change 

thee plant throughput without changing the reactants feed. Consequently, in plant-wide 

controll  structures, reactant feeds must change (directly or indirectly) when production 

changee is required. For stand-alone reactors, it is enough to modify the reaction conditions 

inn order to change the production rate. 

2.. When a reactant is recycled, the reactor must transform the whole amount fed in the 

process.. Hence, in order to prevent accumulation and infinite recycle, large reactor 

volumee or fast kinetics are required. The minimum-volume constraint depends on the 

controll  structure. It can be expressed in terms of plant Damkohler number and separation 

specifications.. For one reactant recycle, Daa correspond to a transcritical bifurcation of 

thee mole-balance equations. When two reactants are recycled, multiple steady states may 

exist,, and Dd* correspond to a fold bifurcation of the mole-balance equations. Near Dac\ 

thee system exhibits high sensitivity to disturbances. Hence, control structures must use the 

reactionn conditions as manipulated variables, in order to reject effectively the 

disturbances.. There are no restrictionss on the size of a stand-alone reactor. 

3.. The feed ratio of reactants must reflect the reaction stoichiometry. Consequently, only one 

reactantt feed may be on flow control. The other reactants must be fed in such a way to 

controll  their inventory in the process. For stand-alone reactors, the ratio of reactants in the 

feedd may have any value. 

Thee results of this study reveals the important role played by the chemical reactor in 

thee (plantwide) controllability of recycle plants. 
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Appendix .. Solutio n of mole-balanc e equation s for first-orde r reactio n in 

CSTR-separator-recycl ee system , for two contro l structures . 

Wee consider that the reaction takes place in a solvent S, which is recovered in the 

separationn section and recycled. Because the solvent does not leave the plant, its flow rate is 

constantt throughout the recycle loop (Fs). The molar volumes of A and B species are assumed 

too be equal. The dimensionless parameters vs=V^s/ V ^ corresponds to the molar volume of 

thee solvent The product stream is pure (ov,s= 1), but some amount of B is recycled (ZA,Y< 1). 

Conventionall  control structure, dual composition control 

Thee parameters of the mole-balance equations are: flow rates of A and B in the feed 

streamm (FA, FB =S 0); reactor volume (V); separation performance, (ZBJ>=1 and ZA,Y); solvent 

flowratee (F$). The mole-balance equations give: 

DaDa 1 

* A "« i ,Y - ( f t ii  + / , - v i )+ ( l - * i ,Y >( / i - l ) ( A 7 l l ) 

( D a - l K Y + / s ( l - ^ Y ) ( D f l - l + v s ) ) 

DazDazKYKY+f+fss(Da-l+v(Da-l+vss) ) 
__ y ~ - y <-A,Y  JS V <-A.Y/ V~"  * ' "S / /A-7 Tv 
Z M ~~ ^~~~ . r tn———\ (A7.2) 

DaDa z .Y + / s( D a + v s- l ) 
ss = * Y JS v -—- (A7.3) 

DazDazKyKy-l -l 
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Luybenn control structure, dual composition control 

Thee parameters of the mole-balance equations are: flow rates of A and B in the feed 

streamm (FA, FB = 0); flowrate to separation (5); separation performance, (ZBJ>=1 and ZA,Y); 

solventt flowrate (F$). The mole-balance equations give: 

11 (A7.4) 

(A7.5) ) 

(A7.6) ) 

-*AA ' 

^B,S S 

k k 

FFA A 

s-z s-z 

=d--

A,Y+(1--

" ^ A . Y ) + --

ss + s 
(s-1) (s-1) 

s) s) 

^A,Y Y 

s s 

(vs--

ZA,Y Y 

) ) 
- 5 5 
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